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roy inexpressibles, they had learned to distinguish as "Billy

Breeches." The giant, who carried a hag-pipe, had broken

clown ore I came up with them; and now, sitting on the grass,

he was droning out in fitful blasts a diabolical music, to which

Billy Breeches was dancing; but, just as I passed, Billy also

gave way,
after wasting an infinity ofexertion in keeping erect;

and, failing over the prostrate musician, I could hear the hag

groaning
out its soul as he pressed against it, in a lengthened

molancholious squeal. I found the cave bearing an aspect of

more than ordinary picturesqueness. It had its two fires, and

its double portion of smoke, that went rolling out in the calm

[lice an inverted river; for it clung close to the roof; as if by a

reversed gravitation, and turned its foaming surface Town

wards. At the one fire an old gipsy woman was engaged in

baking oaten cakes; and a great pot, that dispensed through
the cave the savory odor of unlucky poultry cut short in the

middle of their days, and of hapless hares destroyed without

the game license, depended over the other. An ass, the com

mon property of the tribe, stood meditating in the fore-ground;
two urchins, of about from ten to twelve years a-piece,

wretchedly supplied in the article of clothing,-for the one,

provided with only a pair of tattered trousers, was naked from

the waist upwards, and the other, furnished with only a dilap
idated jacket, was naked from the waist downwards,-were

engaged in picking up fuel for the fire, still further in front;

a few of the ordinary inmates of the place lounged under cover

of the smoke, apparently in a mood not in the least busy; and

on a couch of dried fern sat evidently the central figure of the

group, a young, sparkling-eyed brunette, more than ordinarily
marked by the Hindu peculiarities of head and feature, and

attended by a, savage-looking fellow of about twenty, (lark as
a mulatto, and with a profusion of long flexible hair, black as

jet, hanging down to his eyes, and clustering about his cheeks

and neck. These were, I ascertained, the bride and bride

groom. The bride was engaged in sewing a cap,-the bride

groom in watching the progress of the work. I observed that

the party, who were less communicative than usual, seemed to
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